Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, the banjo occupied a very specific set of circumstances in the United States. Adapting the instrument from its African roots, black slaves on southern farms and plantations played it in their meager spare time for 2 entertainment and distraction.
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Blackface minstrel shows were undoubtedly part of Gottschalk's musical world; under the pseudonym "Seven Octaves," a name under which he published several of his more sentimental potboilers, he reviewed an 1856 New York concert by the aforementioned Buckley's Serenaders. 12 While the banjo was not common in white households in the 1850s, it was certainly a familiar one to the middle-class audiences of his solo piano performances.
Using his ever-present marketing and business acumen, Gottschalk capitalized on the popularity of both the minstrel show and the instrument in his composition.
Later in his life, Gottschalk reflected on the year following his return to the United
States from his Parisian training in 1853. Although he was composing and performing regularly, he recalled significant financial losses incurred in New York and New England; his father's subsequent and unexpected death left him scrambling to support his widowed mother and six siblings, whom he had left living in Paris. In the midst of great sadness, loss, and impending poverty, he finally caught a break:
York on 19 October 1857, but new research suggests that this individual was in fact a white performer who had adopted the name. See comments by Tony Thomas in "The Hard Truths about Picayune Butler" at the Minstrel Banjo website, http://minstrelbanjo.ning.com/forum/topics/the-hard-truths-about-picayune-butler (26 October 2013).
12 "Seven Octaves," Morning Times, undated clipping, Music Division, New York Public Library for Performing Arts, New York. Cited in Starr, Bamboula, 147. For advertisements of both events, see the New York Daily Times (21 August 1856), 5. In the same review Gottschalk also mentioned a concert he himself had performed with Madame La Grange, writing that "Gottschalk played as only he can play. . . . The audience were
[sic] very enthusiastic and the illustrious artistes were rewarded with rapturous applause and beautiful flowers; but we will not particularize, as we expect a fine critique from the Albany correspondent of the Musical Review, who signs himself Allegro."
At last one day I played some of my compositions for Mr. Hall, the [New York] publisher. "Why do you not give a concert to make them known?" he said to me. "Ma foi," I answered him, "it is a luxury that my means no longer permit me!" "Bah! I will pay you one hundred dollars for a piano concert at Dodsworth's Rooms."
Eight days later [20 December 1854] I played my new pieces in this small hall:
The Banjo, and many other pieces bought by Hall were published and sold with a rapidity that left no doubt as to the final result of Hall's speculation, which time has only corroborated.
Everybody knows of the enormous edition that was published of Banjo. . . . I have always kept at the bottom of my heart a sentiment of gratitude for the house of Hall, who first discovered that I was worth something; and from that moment dates the friendship that unites me to his family, and that time has only ripened.
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The Banjo appealed to Gottschalk's middle-class American audiences and proved financially profitable in both ticket and sheet music sales. His popularity as a concert pianist aided in its eventual eclipse of its counterparts, ensuring its place as an iconic and enduring work that successfully and metaphorically linked the various performing spaces of the mid-nineteenthcentury United States. at least one critic in the city was already making connections between the two composers: [Strakosch's] characteristic Capriccio of "the Banjo" pleased us greatly; the more so as we shall refer to it in proof of an assertion we made a short time ago in an article on Gottschalk. We said: "we believe his compositions and playing -pure, national, and classical -will have a happy effect on the rising generation, and be the foundation of a school, at once legitimate, and characteristic." . . . It detracts nothing from the credit due to the amiable and talented Strakosch, himself an excellent composer, when we assert that we find the first fruits of the "Gottschalk school" in the work of one of our most eminent Pianists; for the "Banjo," clever as it is, is redolent with [Gottschalk's] "Bamboula" and "Bananier." Music, the New York Musical World announced that Strakosch's work had sold out "several large editions," likely benefiting from the overwhelming popularity of Gottschalk's. 30 To recapitulate the impact of Gottschalk's immediate banjo-imitation forebears, Benedict's work was among the first in the 1850s to hint at the increasing popularity of the banjo, Batchelder then attempted to reproduce its sounds and techniques, and Strakosch shrewdly capitalized on it. But it was Gottschalk who found a way to both successfully imitate the instrument and celebrate its national impact in a way that appealed to concert audiences, music critics, and consumers of sheet music. The music critic for the New York
Earlier Banjo Imitations
French-language paper Courrier des États-Unis was quick to point out that, although banjo imitations were becoming more ubiquitous in the mid-1850s, Gottschalk's belonged at the top of the heap: "When working in a standard form, he [Gottschalk] finds incredible delight in imitation, such as, for example, in the Banjo, the masterpiece of the genre." 31 Several years later, the same critic reviewed a concert performance in which Gottschalk apparently
showcased the entire gamut of his pianistic capabilities:
You could say he has traveled, this evening, roughly the complete range of different styles that a pianist could attempt. Furthermore, the selections chosen for the official program, in response to public sentiment, also demonstrate a particular audacity in drawing from his repertoire the best pieces to highlight the various faces of his multiple talents. Airs de bravura, fantasies, tours de force, reveries, cavalier melodies and pastoral harmonies, he has by turns conquered all these genres, to crown them There are many similarities between Bassford's composition and Gottschalk's: both use black-key tonics, are structured around eight-measure phrases, and feature similar accompanimental patterns. 40 The two pieces share other characteristics also seen in the earlier
Strakosch piece, such as the use of rapid figuration and cross-rhythms between hands. Yet in a comparison of the two works, Gottschalk's creativity and skill in his treatment and variation of the theme is evident.
In Gottschalk's Second Banjo the two hands are equally balanced most of the time.
The primary melody, which we have already seen in Bassford's work, initially appears at measure 61 (see Example 5). Despite the different meter, the layout of the theme is quite similar to Bassford's. Both composers employ similar sextuplet arpeggios in the left hand, and aside from Gottschalk's descending-sixth ornamentation every other measure, the melodies are almost identical. At measure 95 a transitional section begins, which leads from I to V 4/3 in the main key. A trill in the right hand is accompanied by a sustained, vibrante left-hand chord (measures 105-8) . This is where the two works diverge: at a similar point in the music, Bassford's composition continues much in the same style, using sextuplet arpeggios and occasional right-hand trills for textural interest; chromatic octaves in both hands highlight the closing section. In Gottschalk's work, however, the transition leads into a virtuosic and syncopated repetition of the antecedent/consequent phrases from the beginning of the piece.
40 While it is widely acknowledged that black-key tonics facilitate the performance of rapid passage work, it is possible that the pentatonic sound identified with these keys and heard in pieces like "Camptown Races" may have also played a role in Bassford's and Gottschalk's choice. The Banjo, op. 15, was subtitled "Grotesque Fantasie, An American Sketch."
Composed in 1854-55, the piece was dedicated to Richard Hoffman, a talented pianist who 41 An "easier" version is printed above the score for facilitation of performance by less experienced players.
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scene but also to consciously distance the narrator from it. Such dissociation likely factored in most nineteenth-century references to the grotesque; Gottschalk himself used the term several times in his Notes to refer to excessively decorated or peculiar sights and stories he encountered during his travels. 48 The use of the term for The Banjo, therefore, carried specific and deliberate connotations regarding minstrelsy and its inherently loaded racial tensions at the time of its publication and greatest popularity. banned the use of drums. 49 All three instruments, however, were omnipresent in the minstrel shows, to the extent that two stock characters, "Tambo" and "Bones," derived their names from the instruments they played. Their appearance in the cover art for Gottschalk's composition is yet another calculated link, this one on the part of the publisher, to the minstrel tradition.
[insert Figure 1 here (full page if possible)]
23 Synchronously, Gottschalk's music directly evokes blackface minstrelsy by quoting Stephen Foster's minstrel song "Camptown Races." At the same time, however, the work features brilliant virtuosic elements that are equally divided between banjo-picking techniques from both southern black and white minstrel styles and Gottschalk's own pianistic style. The
Banjo begins with an eight-measure introduction marked "Ardito" (bold or brave). 50 As illustrated in Example 7, the jaunty, syncopated melody, heard in octaves in both hands, suggests a minstrel-like tune, but its source is not easily identified until it reappears in the coda. The piece itself is structurally straightforward: balanced, eight-measure phrases feature diatonic harmonic progressions within the tonic key. Each phrase begins with the tonic chord and ends with either an authentic or half cadence. There are two identical short digressions into the dominant, both prepared by a secondary dominant seventh chord (in measures 70 and 138). The entire form is depicted in Table 1 .
[insert Example 7 about here]
[insert Table 1 about here]
The structure of the work is straightforward, focused on repeated rhythmic motifs and featuring a progressive building of intensity to the climactic ending. Yet the repetition itself, developing into an ultimately cyclical construction, imparts a banjo-style character to the work. This, in large part, is what makes Gottschalk's composition simultaneously both striking and accessible. The first A section is subdivided into seven eight-measure phrases, The lack of melodic interest in the A and B sections is compensated for in the coda.
Here the melody from the introduction returns, but now, rather than ending after eight measures on a half cadence, the entire sixteen-measure theme is heard, and the source material is immediately apparent: Stephen Foster's plantation song, "Camptown Races."
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While there are differences between Foster's original 1850 melody and Gottschalk's 1855 adaptation, similarities abound. In Gottschalk's version the rhythm is simplified, and all syncopation is removed. Significant melodic differences occur only in the first and fifth measures and in the last phrase (Example 10).
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[insert Example 10 about here]
In the coda of The Banjo, this melody is first heard "ben misurato e tranquillo," over relatively simple accompaniment and very static harmony: other than one IV chord (mm.
181), the entire accompaniment is in the tonic (Example 11). The melody is then repeated twice with sixteenth-note chords rapidly alternating between hands. During the second and third iterations, Gottschalk progressively increases the dynamics, energy and tempo, as indicated in Table 3 . Gottschalk continues to intensify the impact and excitement through the final six measures of forcefully repeated tonic chords that end the piece.
[insert Example 11 about here]
[insert Table 2 about here]
Throughout the piece, Gottschalk focuses not on development of melodic material but on repetition of rhythmic cells. This compositional choice connects the work to both its African and minstrel forebears, rather than to the European classical forms Gottschalk studied during his formative years in Paris. While the formal structure is akin to the classical rondo, unlike the rondos by 19th-century European composers there is no extended development or significant harmonic movement in Gottschalk's work. The overall form is simpler than a Romantic-era rondo; its iterative approach is more closely related to popular song forms of the time than classical ones. Taken in combination with the work's title, cover art, and musical references to banjo-picking techniques, Gottschalk's thoughtful use of a formal plan that departs from classical tradition and, rather radically, draws on African cyclical structures shifts the banjo from the front porch and minstrel playhouse into the concert hall in a more intentional and authentic manner than had been previously attempted by any pianist or composer.
The Banjo additionally repositioned its subject through its notation, publication, and subsequent dissemination to amateur parlor pianists. In his "Reminiscences of a Banjo
Player," Albert Baur recalled that before the Civil War "everybody thought it impossible to write music for this instrument," and therefore most early banjoists did not read music. 55 It was only in the late nineteenth century that "classical" banjo players began playing from notated music. While the first banjo tutor appeared in 1848, banjo music notation did not become standardized until the end of the century, and most performers continued to learn via an aural musical tradition throughout the 1850s and beyond. Piano music, on the other hand, was from the beginning of the century a print repertoire.
As a result of its oral tradition, the music of blackface minstrelsy was immediately accessible to a large group of performers. It was a significant musical culture that, unlike
European-influenced styles, required few "inherent resources" such as formal education to be performative culture of the ear; the new [printed music] a mediated culture of the eye." 57 In short, it was better to imitate a banjo on the piano than actually play one.
In marketing The Banjo for performance within the parlor, Gottschalk removed the banjo from its original contexts and repackaged it for the middle class. Yet the very audible presence of said banjo may have in fact delegitimized him among the musically "educated,"
as some of the reviews quoted below attest. In his composition of The Banjo, Gottschalk mediated old and new, performative and practical, aural transmission and printed notation.
The negotiation of boundaries inherent in the work illustrates the constant shifts in class and racial awareness and understanding at the middle of the century.
Critical Responses: "Perfectly Truthful" or a "Desecration of the Instrument"?
Reception of The Banjo was mixed. "Gamma," who wrote in the Albion in November 1855, was effusive:
Gottschalk is in New York! . . . Our delight at the encounter was great, for
Gottschalk is not only in our eyes one of the most marvelous pianists of the present epoch, but he is also a composer of the first rank, a man possessing both head and heart, a poet, a genuine poet! . . . [I]n his last and still more pleasant production, "The Banjo," what a fiery, impetuous peroration! . . . Gottschalk is said to be American, but we do not believe it. His birthplace was the country of Poetry and Love, and his cradle the lap of the presiding Goddess of the Piano. Hagen's review, a clear conceptual connection was made between the piece and black musicmaking; minstrel shows were not necessarily part of the equation. In calling the piece "perfectly truthful," Watson did not necessarily make an explicit link to either the black or the minstrel traditions; rather, he linked the rendition only to its primary subject; that is, the banjo itself.
The piece rapidly took on steam, not only in the northeast and larger cities but also across the South and Midwest, featured in public and private performances both by Gottschalk himself and by the amateurs who by then were purchasing the widely available sheet music. 61 By 1862 Gottschalk was back in the United States after an extended tour in Latin America. The Banjo was showcased as a highlight at his concerts across the country. We can readily understand that, quickly and rhythmatically [sic] performed, this Banjo piece creates a furore. In Philadelphia, the composer had to play it three times. . . . Mr.
Gottschalk aims for new effects, not old ones that can be picked up from any pianoforte instruction-book. He possesses the gift of genius -originality -and all the unkind criticisms that ever were or ever may be written, cannot take this from him. . . .
He is one of the greatest pianists in the world, having perhaps but one equal. He is original, not only in his compositions, but in his execution of them, producing a quality of tone which has never been approached on the instrument.
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Aside from wondering who the "but one equal" pianist might be (Liszt? Thalberg?), the reader gleans a great deal of information from this report, and quickly. But of all the banjo imitations for piano composed in the United States, Gottschalk's is the only one that has endured to show up again and again in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in contemporary music anthologies, on audio recordings, and in countless YouTube performances. 79 It is also the only one that appears to take inspiration from both AfricanAmerican and minstrel banjo playing techniques. And finally, it is the only one that provoked such strong and contrasting reactions among its listeners. In essence, Gottschalk symbolically brought the banjo into the concert hall and the parlor before it actually made its entry into those spaces about twenty years later. In doing so, he made explicit, whether intentionally or 77 One wonders if John Cage ever came across Mrs. Lovering's publication. See Music for the Nation:
subconsciously, the significance and impact of the banjo as an American instrument well before it was universally recognized as such. Gottschalk's Banjo relaxed and muddled the boundaries among performance spaces, racial and class divisions, and two conspicuously different musical instruments in an egalitarian effort to demonstrate that, contrary to the opinions of some mid-nineteenth century musical critics and tastemakers, both the piano and the banjo have a place in the shaping of American music culture.
